I. INTRODUCTION
In the next generation wireless communication system, especially 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE), multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique is adopted in order to achieve high data throughput. Spatial multiplexing, which is one of MIMO techniques, required high performance data detection algorithm with low computational complexity. In general, maximum likelihood detection (MLD) approach has the highest performance but its computational complexity is exponentially increased by the number of transmitter antennas and the modulation level in data modem scheme [1] . Therefore QRM-MLD is used for data detection for low computational complexity [2] . However, computational complexity is not low enough in case of using QRM-MLD.
In this paper, we propose reduced complexity of the QRM-MLD which can decrease computational complexity by removing superfluous paths according to the maximum squared Euclidean distance. And we performed its bit error ratio (BER) performance by computer simulations, and compared computational complexity with minimum mean square error (MMSE) and conventional QRM-MLD methods by using real operations (ROPs). This paper is organized as follows: The system modeling is introduced and previous detection methods are reviewed in section II. In section III, the reduced complexity QRM-MLD method is proposed. The BER performance and comparison complexity are evaluated by simulations in section IV, and the conclusion is remarked in Section V.
II. SIGNAL DETECTION METHODS

A. System Modeling
Let is transmit antenna and is receive antenna in the 
We assume that has independently and identically distributed.
B. Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
MMSE is a signal detection method considering a variance of noise which is added in receiver. It uses the weight vector that minimizes the MSE value between transmitted signal and estimated signal . MSE value can be calculated as followings.
x Wy x Wy (3)
We can obtain the optimized solution of equation (3), by this equation
MMSE provides the performance degradation compared with MLD, because the weight vector cannot eliminate interference signal perfectly. However it has much less computational complexity.
C. Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD)
MLD is known as the optimal signal detection method for spatially multiplexed MIMO systems. MLD selects the transmitted symbol which has the smallest Euclidean distance with constellation points that transmitted symbol can be located. The decision value for estimated signal is represented as followings. The number of computational complexity is required for MLD, where is the number of constellation points. 
D. QR Decomposition M-Algorithm (QRM-MLD)
QRM-MLD is the signal detection method that uses QR decomposed channel and M algorithm. It has less computational complexity because only M points that have small Euclidean distance are calculated.
Channel matrix can be decomposed into unitary matrix and upper triangular matrix . Then received signal vector is transformed as following. 
The equation for MLD decision value is the same as follows, 2 , 1 arg min
where is one of M constellation points. Using QRM-MLD, computational complexity is reduced to C M · C M · C M , when both and are four.
III. REDUCED COMPLEXITY QRM-MLD
We propose reduced complexity QRM-MLD which uses selected M paths by comparing with determined threshold value. Relation of two Euclidean distance of estimated signal using MMSE and QRM-MLD is represented by 
where x is selected from the constellation of each symbol. Euclidean distance of MMSE is always bigger than that of QRM-MLD, so it is set up for the maximum limit. The paths which have more accumulated matric value than the maximum limit are eliminated. Using the proposed method, we can reduce computational complexity.
The proposed algorithm is summarized as following steps : Step1: Estimate the transmit vector by multiplying MMSE to the received vector.
Step2: Calculate Euclidean distance of estimated vector using MMSE in order to decide the maximum distance. 
Step3: In every stage, we select M paths that make the smallest accumulated squared Euclidean distances in order to avoid redundant computation. Fig. 3 explains proposed scheme. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Environment
In simulation, we apply for downlink transmission in 3GPP LTE system. 16 QAM is used as the subcarrier modulation. We adopt the typical Urban 6 channel delay profile. Each channel tap is generated by an independent complex Gaussian random variable with time correlation based on Jakes' model. We assume that channel estimation is perfect. The values of some parameters are presented in Table I . 
